Real Solutions for Real Life® offers a complete system of seven home storage and organization categories: Waste & Recycling, Lazy Susans, Drawer Inserts, Sink Front Trays, Pull-Out Systems, Towel Bars and Specialty Storage. Every detail has been considered, from product development and research, to package design. Products install with minimum effort and time, and coordinate with any kitchen or bath decor. Each package is designed to make product selection a cinch. Everything you need for home storage and organization is right here.

### Waste & Recycling

- **KV Soft-Closing slides**, available on some products, eliminates slamming and any excessive shifting of contents.
- **一笔 Eco-Friendly Finish**: Frosted Nickel wire finish. Available on all Platinum waste and recycling products.
- Bins and Hardware: Bin styling is a welcomed update to the industry-standard “boxy” look. Hardware sets in bin grooves to hold them securely in place. Available on most waste and recycling products.
- Mounted on KV heavy-duty precision ball-bearing slides for easy accessibility.
- Lids secure bags in place and reduce odors. Available on select products.
- Pivot-Out trash cans work with frameless and face frame cabinets.
- Most install easily with only 4 screws.
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### Lazy Susans

- Generous sized white shelves with textured surface that prevents items from shifting.
- Extra deep 1” rim height on shelves keep items in place and secure.
- Polymer construction with double wall rim and strengthening ribs.
- Fits inside cabinet interiors ranging from 25-1/2” (647 mm) to 31-1/2” (800 mm) high.
- Each kit includes two shelves, a post, hardware, instructions and template.
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### Drawer Inserts

- Organize tableware, cutlery, utensils, craft supplies, tools, spices, and more into easy-access trays.
- Durable, high gloss white polystyrene cleans up easily and trims-to-fit drawer.
- Two-tiered Cutlery Organizers double storage capacity and come pre-assembled with epoxy-coated drawer slides.
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Sink Front Trays

- Turns the false panel in front of a kitchen or bath sink into valuable storage space, keeping soap, sponges, jewelry, and other items close at hand but out of sight.
- 1-5/8” (4.1 cm) deep trays are ideal for solid surface countertops with large deep sinks.
- Self-closing, spring loaded hinges open smoothly and evenly.
- Kit includes one or two trays and two hinge sets.

Pull-Out Systems

- Multi-Use Baskets are mounted on KV ball-bearing slides with deep baskets that keep supplies secure.
- Wire Storage Baskets include two deep heavy-gauge baskets that straddle the half-shelf to provide maximum storage and keep items secure.
- Real wood drawers enhances the beauty of all cabinetry types.
- KV Soft-Closing slides, available on some products, eliminates slamming and any excessive shifting of contents.
- All install easily with only 4 screws.

Towel Bars

- The B4 Pull-Out Towel Bar has three bars that pull out together on a friction-free ball-bearing carrier. Mounts to the right or left side of the cabinet.
- The B12 Pull-Out Towel Bar has three plastic extruded bars that slide-out individually on steel rods. Mounts to the right or left side of the cabinet.
- The B5 Door-Mount Towel Bar has three tiers, installs easily with two screws and offers a simple solution to storing and accessing dish towels.

Specialty Storage

- Paper Towel Holder is made of durable white polymer and may be attached to wall or cabinet. Installs with only 2 screws.
- Stemware Bracket mounts to underside of cabinet and is open on both ends for easy access. Installs with only 2 screws.
- Tray Divider has Eco-Friendly Finish. Installs with only 4 screws.
- Door-mount Storage is made of durable high gloss white polystyrene. It holds toilet paper, paper towels, and plastic bags. Installs with only 2 screws.
- Door-mounted Spice Rack has four shelves that are White epoxy-coated wire for long life. Installs with only 4 screws.
- Stainless Steel Paper Towel Holder is made of solid stainless steel and may be attached to wall or cabinet. Installs with only 2 screws.